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Description

Mankind lives in terror. The things that haunt our nightmares, that stalk the shadows, that go bump in the night... the things we
tell ourselves could never be real, are more than real now.

They are everywhere. Creatures of the darkness plague the continent. This is Ruthven, a world where Hunters, Vampires and
Werewolves fight to determine which species shall prevail. Can you make a difference in the balance?

What begins as a simple mission to free a small town from evil quickly turns into a quest of discovery and revelation, as Simona
Rinoldt, a Hunter from the Family, must travel a dangerous world, making unlikely allies, and facing unbeatable foes.
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bought anno 2205 and tundra a few days later can play anno 2205 but no tundra it says i have to purchase it again.
realy sucks as i was getting into this game.. a fun and simple third-person shooter featuring plastic army men and every player
gets a diverse set of weapons to completely play their own way. with that said, it doesnt do anything unique but hey, nostalgia is
nostalgia.. Purchased this game on a whim and am glad I did. Has a decent plotline, though some of the mechanics are a little
frustrating at first. Hugely resource heavy, so if you aren't into gathering, this game isn't for you. Also, if you're getting your
@$$ handed to you in combat, just keep exploring. You'll find better recipes.. When I first encountered this game it did look
interesting to me but how it just looked on the preview pictures, the graphics did not look good. Also the lack of videos or
images on the internet did not provide me enough information to purchase it. When it went on sale to $1.24 I thought I might as
well try it out. When I first played the game I was surprised at how fun the game actually was. There are 3 different campaigns;
The Entente, German, and Russian campaigns with a variety of misisons. The graphics are not the best but what would you
expect from a 2005 video game and also the gameplay makes up for it. There is a little bit of historical innacuracy though, with
tanks in 1914 but still, it is a good game. I highly recommend this game to any video game strategists that like the World War 1
era.. Imagine a big pot. Now into that imaginary pot put Schindler's List, The Bell Jar, and any album by The Cure. Mix, but do
not heat. Now pour the mixture over a bomb with the words The Future written on it. Give this bomb to the people you love
most in your life and use a high-speed camera to record it exploding. Now watch that video of them dying in slow motion. That
is Fate of the World.

Highly recommended!. I picked it up not expecting much but got a decent story for my money.... this is the best game I've ever
played in my entire life. I wouldn't recommend this DLC. It should have been included in the base game as it was produced and
took resources away from the base game during the development cycle. Simply anti consumer friendly move on CA's part. That
being said, the paywalled content is ok. There isn't really a tutorial for the YTR as the three factions you receive have entirely
different mechanics as opposed to the non paywalled factions. Using features like liberation stances to incite Yellow turban
rebels to rise up is cool, but you can't see how close or far you are to causing one since you can't see public order of cities that
you don't control. The tech system is an interesting change, as it's based off research similarly to past total war games as opposed
to the base game's factions' 5 turn reform waiting period. The Yellow Turban factions haven't any strong units as part of their
late game roster, it would seem that they peak out early to mid game, when you unlock your best units, which are superior for a
short time and after that, you'll have a rough time to go about it. Satisfaction is unbalanced for the YT factions as you have only
a limited number of administrator positions to keep them happy, which you have to essentially choose between having generals
high enough rank to recruit your better units and be unhappy, or have trash generals use trash units and be happy; even with the
reforms, it's still difficult to maintain satisfaction in a group that is known for a fanatical devotion to their ideals. All in all, its
interesting, but for $10, its a pass. You won't be missing much by not buying this dlc.. This is a very fun game for a low price.
Nothing ground breaking, but enjoyable. It's worth it a full price. Even better on sale.
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2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591. I can't recommend this game. The story line is overly written and confusing, the puzzles are
mechanical and rely mostly on sorting things or matching pairs--not very interesting. The art work is just OK and the voice over
work is OK. Given its release date, I was surprised that it wasn't programmed in wide screen.

This should be a 3.99 or less game so wait for a sale and buy it only if you're desperate to find hidden objects.. I had played this
game when I was 4 and had broken my leg. I couldn't move around very much with a broken leg and all so I mainly stayed on a
loveseat. My dad had taken a ton of days off so that he could be home with me, and one of my favorite things to do with him
was play this game. I had my leg broken for almost 4 months, and every day I played non stop. Once it had healed, I would
eventually forget about this game. Years later, I was wondering through the steam store and saw this by chance, and immediately
bought it. Never checked to see if it would crash or not on my OS, see if my rig was too powerful, none of that. I bought it from
sheer nostalgia. This game has been a huge part of my life, and you should make it part of yours too. My absolute favorite game
of all time.

Edit: Literally have shakes because I'm so excited. They ae making, and close to finishing, Cossacks 3 for PC!!!. This is a
walking sim that starts out strange and descends into ball-tripping wierd. It definitely is not a linear experience so you will need
to be able to piece together a very fragmented and deeply psychological story. In the end it felt like someone slipped something
into my coffee. Run time will vary depending on how much time you spend poking around. I tend to look at everything, so on
average I'd say 1/2 hour for a quick run through, to 3 if you really like to take your time.

Overall, the story was good, and the characters interesting as you piece together bits of who they are and what they are like. The
graphics are not too bad; for $8:79 CDN I can't complain, and the music was good. This is one of the few short games I'll play
again. Overall, I quite enjoyed this one.. Projectiles from off-camera behind you make this game quite frustrating, no matter
how good your reflexes, if you can't see the bullet, you can't dodge it.

The game is not bad, but always having one eye on the radar and off the action to avoid surprise instant damage seems out of
place for a fast paced bullet-hell shooter. Maybe some sort of warrning system that lets you know when an enemy behind you
starts shooting, anything other than having to constantly look at the radar litterally every second.. I'm pretty sure the game is
broken. Says WMR is supported but there's no hands so you quickly reach a part where are competely stuck .. Greet story. Tic-
Toc-Tower is a hectic platformer with tight controls and a fast working game design team. I have been following this game since
before greenlight and it has grown into a cool little time waster.
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The subtle extra challange of getting the clock (and coins) on the easier levels to help on the harder levels keeps the easy levels
challenging even for veteran players.

And the multiplayer is just mayhem.. Nothing more than a clicker game. One click out of five.. P.O.L.L.E.N. is an excellently
crafted experience, and one of the best the year has put out so far. I know I'm in the minority here (I think,) but I really enjoyed
every bit of it, even the contentious ending.

I should mention before I start that I played the game without a VR headset, and also that while I will try to keep it as spoiler
free as possible, to explain why I recommend it will require minor spoilers. You have been warned!

So Pollen is set in an alternate 1995, where JFK survived his assasination, allied with the USSR, and the resulting collaboration
meant a joint Moon landing as huge technological advances. Soon, antigravity drives were developed, and coupled with the rise
of megacorporation RAMA Industries, leads to extraterrestrial colonies. You play as an employee of RAMA, sent to their
relatively new Research Station M on Titan to replace the previous technician. When you get there, everyone is gone, and
through subsequent events, you find yourself shifting between two different realities on Station M, which is key to solving the
mystery.

In terms of world design, Pollen accomplishes this extremely well, better than many games I've played. It really establishes a
hyper-immersive alternate universe, and is very similar to old-school sci-fi media such as 2001: A Space Odyssey and Alien, or
novels by Arthur C Clarke, Frank Herbert, or Isaac Asimov.

Almost everything in the game can be picked up and examined, and very little of it is superflous. It either accomplished world-
building, or it contains plot information. I've seen reviews that say they finished the game in an hour and a half to two hours, and
while this is easily possible, you have to be rushing through the game, something which you absolutely cannot afford to do if you
want to get the full experience. This is a game that really requires you to take your time, explore, and look at almost everything,
and if that doesn't sound appealing to you, look elsewhere, because that's the majority of your gameplay. Puzzles are extremely
easy to solve, more like brainteasers than actual puzzles, but they feel natural for the most part. Other than that, the majority of
what you will do is explore and examine items, and my total playtime took about 5 hours.

With reagrds to the story, since that's what these games live and die on, at surface level it can seem to be rushed and
disappointing, which is really what people will feel about this game in general if they don't look deeper or take their time
through it. The seemingly simple storyt is actually quite symbolic, deep and complex, when you dig through it and analyze it
once you've finished. My only complaint is the ambiguity. Without spoiling toomuch, I wish there had been a bit more of a
concrete explanation for the multiple realities. Now, onto the elephant in the room, the ending. I personally enjoyed it, and while
it is ambiguous, the ambiguity serves it well. Without delving too deep, let's just say it's very reminiscent of classic sci-fi (I
won't name any specific names,) in a good way.

In terms of the visuals themselves, they are top-notch for a Unity game. They looked far better then I thought they would, but
that may have been because the majority of the game is in enclosed spaces. Performance wise, I maintained a steady 60 FPS
without any framerate drops on a 980TI. The game seems very well optimized, which is another plus, though I don't know how
well it runs on lower end systems. With regards to price, I paid the full 25$ for the game and don't regret it one bit, but for some
people 5 hours for 25$ may seem to expensive. It depends on wether you judge value by amount of hours or the quality of those
hours. I personally felt I got more of my money's worth out of this than I would have out of a Ubisoft open-world game, but
that's extremely subjective.

In conclusion, if you enjoy walking simulators/ exploration games with complex plots, I would strongly recommend
P.O.L.L.E.N, but be aware of what kind of game that you are buying beforehand. It's a short, tight, and masterfully crafted
experience, that is extremely slow-burning and rewarding.
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